HOW TO:
SECURE-LOC MOUNTING SYSTEM
ON YOUR BUGGY!
WITH PRO-LINE FACTORY TEAM MEMBER JIM HUSTINS

1. My old wing was showing the battle scars of racing. I figured it was a great time to modify the wing mount with the Secure-Loc caps.

2. After removing the wing, I marked the center of the mounts.

3. Using a pair of side cutters, I trimmed the body clip buttons off of the wing mount.

4. Using a 1/16” drill bit first and finishing with a 1/8” drill bit, I drilled the holes for the Secure-Loc set screws.

5. Then I screwed in the set screws and installed the O-rings.

6. I cut holes in the wing with a body reamer and installed using the Secure-Loc caps.